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FTX Hack:
Big Keychain,
Small
Blockchain
In the wake of the FTX bank-run and subsequent
insolvency, nearly $500M of user assets were drained
from the exchange's hot wallets and sequestered
across the Bitcoin and Ethereum blockchains. Without
a link to an off-chain identity, we analyse transaction
timestamps for clues about the attacker's identity and
possible next steps.
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Figure 1 Pie chart illustrating the FTX hacker's BTC wallets,
holding approximately 4.6k BTC ($~74M). Source:
blockchain.com
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FTX Hack
Following the hack on FTX’s Ethereum
address following its collapse, onchain
evidence shows that the hacker continues
to remain active. Through multiple
addresses, the hacker was able to drain
FTX’s hot wallets of their ETH and ERC20
tokens such as USDT, USDC, and PAXG, the
majority of which have been converted into
ETH. Though the tokens stolen during the
hack were native to the Ethereum
blockchain, the hacker moved their funds
onto the Bitcoin Blockchain by swapping
stolen ETH for renBTC using a decentralised
exchange and thereafter using the
RenBridge to move funds onto the Bitcoin
blockchain.

Sell their ETH and BTC accounts OTC - in which case those addresses will be compromised and so
likely available at a significant discount to their content’s market value.
Obscure their tokens onchain - by either spreading them across many addresses or using a mixer.
Place bets in derivatives markets under accounts unlinked to their onchain address and, by using
their large reserve of tokens, manipulate the price of ETH or BTC to take profit on those trades. If
performed correctly, this case allows for a clean offramp to either other crypto-assets or fiat
currency, albeit at a potentially significant discount to the assets’ current value.

Currently, the attacker still controls over 180k ETH, split evenly across 12 addresses. Whilst this creates
the potential for further ETH selloffs to impact price action (and corresponding reactions in derivatives
markets), we note that renBTC no longer allows users to mint renBTC tokens on the Ethereum network,
and so liquidity for the bridge to Bitcoin is low, cutting off an escape route for the value stuck on the
Ethereum chain.

The 4.6k (~$74M) renBTC bought with stolen ETH now lives on the Bitcoin blockchain across nearly 240
addresses. It is unlikely that the actor will be able to sell either BTC or ETH through centralised
exchanges without either disclosing their identity or having the funds frozen and recovered. However,
the frantic activity to further obscure their activity is limited only to BTC, with the ETH funds untouched
since the 21st of November.

This leaves a (non-exhaustive) list of options available to the attacker:

The efforts to obfuscate their funds suggests that the hacker does intend to find an offramp to fiat
currency. Until those efforts expose their identity or intentions, however, we must resort to more
creative methods to understand the actions and behaviour of the attacker.

https://twitter.com/renprotocol/status/1594305211115663360
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The on-chain transactions of the attacker reveal tokens sent and received, transaction timestamps, and
addresses that the user has interacted with. To analyse the onchain activity, we first gathered
transactions made by the attacker, classifying them into BTC transactions, ETH transactions, “real”
ERC20 token transactions (ERC20 tokens that have trusted value i.e USDT, PAXG, USDC), and “fake”
ERC20 token transactions (ERC20 tokens apparently created by the user themselves). 

Figure 2 illustrates the time of day (with date ignored) of these transactions, with the x-axis denoting the
UTC time of transaction and the y-axis denoting a false height in order to visualise transactions with
timestamps close in time to each other.

At first, this chart appears to yield no discernable pattern, with transactions seemingly made at all times
of the day. However, filtering out the “fake” ERC20 transactions from our graph reveals periods of time
where the attacker was more active.
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Figure 2 Scatterplot illustrating the time of day of all of the hacker's outgoing token transactions across Bitcoin
and Ethereum blockchains, with a false height on the y axis to aid in visualisation. Source: Etherscan

Figure 3 Scatterplot illustrating the time of day of all of the hacker's 'real' outgoing token transaction  across Bitcoin
and Ethereum blockchains, with a false height on the y-axis to aid in visualisation. Source: Eherscan



Furthermore, we observed that the “fake” ERC20 token transactions (plotted in green in Figure 2) originating from
the attacker's address were sent to well-known addresses such as the FTX exchange and Ethereum founder Vitalik
Buterin, as well as other addresses that had previously sent tokens to the attacker’s address. We also found that
these “fake” token transactions were often sent in batches to the aforementioned addresses, with the same value
being transferred in each transaction. This indicates that these transactions were made to obfuscate their
transaction times by sending tokens when they were inactive or to distract Etherscan users from tracking their
activity.
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These charts are not necessarily indicative of the attacker's location but instead highlight a pattern in their
behaviour. A change in their transaction patterns could indicate either further automation of transactions or a
physical change in the attacker’s location. This pattern also makes no claim on whether the attack is a lone actor or
a group of individuals. Unless the attacker moves their funds to a centralised exchange or bridge and is subject to
KYC rules, the available onchain data only reveals so much about their identity.

Figure 3 Example transactions of ERC20 tokens minted by the attacker and sent in automated batches during their
periods of inactivity. Source: Etherscan
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